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Cragganmore 12 year-old 40% with a Nigerian
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Ginger Truffle. Herbal and grassy on the nose,
C
N
M Malty, sweet and dry on the tongue.
The spicy warmth of the ginger balances
perfectly with this most complex
of Speysiders.
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Talisker 10 year-old 45.8% with a Raspberry &
Black Pepper Truffle. Dense and smoky to sniff,
ER
K
sweet and salty peat to taste. Waves of spice
IS
and a certain fruitiness. Embrace the
summer raspberries in a peppery hug.
Enjoy the long smoky finish.

Oban 14 year-old 43% with an
Assam Tea & Green
Cardamom Truffle
Take in a rich, fruity
malt with a whiff of
sea air and peat
smoke. Dried figs
mingle with
marmalade
honey-sweet spices.
The wild West is
harmonised
N
on the palate with this
mild Eastern
aromatic delight.
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Dalwhinnie 15 year-old 43%
with a Milk Velvet
Truffle. A smooth and
subtle malt. Discover
creamy vanilla,
heather honey and
just a hint of
Highland smoke.
Distilled in the cold
Monadhliath
mountains—marries
beautifully the
W smoothness of the Velvet
L
Truffle, allowing the honeybees
DA
of this heathery Highland malt to dance.
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tasting notes by ewan macintosh chocolates by iain burnett
designed by jules akel photograph by fergus burnett
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Glenkinchie 12 year-old 43% with
a Lemongrass Truffle. Sit back and
breathe in the cut grass of Glenkinchie—
like sips of lemon cheesecake complemented
C beautifully by the lemongrass truffle with
I Na hint of lime. An oriental sunset of flavour.
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Lagavulin 16 year-old 43% with a
Cinnamon & Clove Praline. Intense peat
smoke almost overpowers the palate yet the
rich fruitiness does come through, along with
A
a big tide of wet seaweed. Indulge with a
V
UL
cinnamon and clove praline for a dual of your
IN
taste buds. Imagine Christmas on Islay.

